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This book is targeted at efficiently teaching the skills required
by the ACE certification-namely deploying applications,
monitoring operations, and managing enterprise solutions. It
also helps students demonstrate those skills through
certification. The certification requires candidates be able to
use both the GCP console and the command-line to perform
many common platform-based tasks, but this course does not
require students to already have experience with either, going
in.This book is also designed to give students the solid
foundation of GCP capability that they will need to later build
toward the Google Certified Professional Cloud Architect
(PCA) certification--which was recently named as 2019 &
2020's top-paying IT certification.This book will prepare you
to: -Set-up and configure Google Cloud accounts using best
practices.-Use GCP services like Cloud Storage, Compute
Engine, and Kubernetes Engine in your everyday work.-Pass
the GCP Associate Cloud Engineer certification exam.No
coding experience is required and code used for labs is
provided.
Philip II is not only the most famous king in Spanish history,
but one of the most famous monarchs in English history: the
man who married Mary Tudor and later launched the Spanish
Armada against her sister Elizabeth I. This compelling
biography of the most powerful European monarch of his day
begins with his conception (1526) and ends with his ascent to
Paradise (1603), two occurrences surprisingly well
documented by contemporaries. Eminent historian Geoffrey
Parker draws on four decades of research on Philip as well as
a recent, extraordinary archival discovery—a trove of 3,000
documents in the vaults of the Hispanic Society of America in
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New York City, unread since crossing Philip’s own desk
more than four centuries ago. Many of them change
significantly what we know about the king. The book
examines Philip’s long apprenticeship; his three principal
interests (work, play, and religion); and the major political,
military, and personal challenges he faced during his long
reign. Parker offers fresh insights into the causes of Philip’s
leadership failures: was his empire simply too big to manage,
or would a monarch with different talents and temperament
have fared better?

A guidebook to Rome.
Daddy's WingsScribe Publications
In Milena Agus' radiant Sardinia, Madame owns a
piece of land by the sea which property developers
are after. But Madame doesn't want to sell and
therefore prevents her neighbours and other locals
from cashing in. Even so, they can't help loving her
for her generous and candid way of being. A
fourteen year old girl tells the story through an
imagination that shapes reality: her missing father
appears in the slight movements of the air (Daddy's
wings), and sharp scenes of hardcore sex seem to
take place in Madame's house at night. It is a comic
and truculent story, fairytale-like and true — as are all
Milena Agus' works. Most of all, it is the story of love
affairs that go somewhat awry but still manage to go
on, which is the most important thing.
This vivid narrative history -- magnificently illustrated
with more than 400 photographs, many of them
never before published -- takes us on a gripping
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journey through the turbulent history of the region
that has come to symbolize America around the
world. Drawing on hundreds of letters, diaries,
memoirs, and journals as well as the latest
scholarship, The West presents a cast as rich and
diverse as the western landscape itself: explorers
and soldiers and Indian warriors, settlers and
railroad builders and gaudy showmen. The book is
filled with stories of heroism and hope, enterprise
and adventure, as well as tragedy and
disappointment. It explores the tensions between
whites and the native peoples they sought to
displace, but it also encompasses the Hispanic
experience in the West. Gracefully written,
handsomely designed, meticulously researched, The
West is an unrivaled work of history that brilliantly
captures all the drama and excitement, the sober
realities and bright myths of the American West.
Book jacket.
Data Analysis for Research Designs covers the analytical
techniques for the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple
regression/correlation (MRC), emphasizing single-degree-offreedom comparisons so that students focus on clear
research planning. This text is designed for advanced
undergraduates and graduate students of the behavioral and
social sciences who have an understanding of algebra and
statistics.
Chris Minaar is a distinguished South African writer who has
lost his gift for the word. That is, until, he meets Rachel, a
woman destined to become the great love of his life, a love
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greater for being unfulfilled. Before I Forget is the final act of
Chris's creative life; it is the coming together of all the chaotic
pieces of his existence. It is much more than the story of how
he met Rachel; it is the story of his life and his lifetime of
loves. There are brief affairs, extended affairs, even a
marriage and in all of them we find Chris retelling his joys and
pains in such a way that they move us to tears and beyond.
Erotic, searingly honest, and a profoundly moving novel, this
is the history of a life set against the history of a nation and,
more than anything, a tribute to lost lovers and our very ability
to love at all.
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